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Morgan’s Dapto Miracle 
Written by Tony Megahey courtesy of the Greyhound Recorder 

 
Most felt for Vince Bennett who had the numbers and the favourite but luck 
proved a fortune for astute one dog trainer, breeder and form student Ian 
Morgan in the $50,000 to the winner Country Winnebago Classic at Dapto last 
Thursday night. 
Bennett with four finalists endured complete disaster as Never Quoted 
($10.50) prevailed in miraculous circumstances for Morgan the racing partner 
of the popular Johnny Mooney through the illustrious deeds of their Group 
stayers Best Quoted and Last Quoted nationwide throughout 2005 and 2006 
and this years Sydney Cup winner Others Quoted. 
Described by Morgan as ‘just an honest fifth grader’ Never Quoted a whelping 
from the deceased Last Quoted by History Lesson gained a ‘miracle’ first turn 
split when three of Bennett’s four finalists, favourite Sky Fly High, See Weed 
and Jayden’s Rocket were contesting the lead and looked short odds to 
‘trifecta’ the race. Then to Bennett’s and favourite supporters despair, the trio 
collided and the heavens opened for Morgan’s ‘roughie’.  
Never Quoted broke clear and then just managed to hold off Aunty Edna 
($12.70) another advantaged by the heavy scrimmage where Bennett’s team 
lost all chance. “We had some luck that’s for sure - not certain what happened 
maybe a combination of See Weed cutting across, Jayden’s Rocket moving 
out and Sky Fly High caught in the middle but that’s racing,” shrugged Morgan 
from his extensive breeding and rearing kennels at Telopea on the outskirts of 
Parramatta.  
“I only train this one - normally I rear them and after a few months if they look 
like being any good I send them along to Johnny,” Ian explained.  
“We’ll try to pick up a couple of Wenty fifth grades with Never Quoted and see 
what happens,” Morgan added. 
With a reduced but select team, Morgan and Mooney are now headed 
interstate again with Others Quoted to be nominated for a Group 3 staying 
race at Angle Park in late December. Ironically Others Quoted was also a 
despised outsider at 40/1 when she upset the likes of Fallen Zorro and 
Varvatos in the Sydney Cup final late October.  
Meanwhile Never Quoted after annexing prize money that few thought 
remotely possible, will stay in his more modest ‘league’.         
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On Thursday, Never Quoted after stealing a long lead after the pile up, just lasted to beat 
Aunty Edna in a photo with another Bennett runner Emma Bites ($18.40), a reserve a distant 
third. Whilst it almost defied belief that with four starters and then the three early leaders, 
Bennett not only missed the $50,000 winner’s purse, but also runner up money of $5000. The 
feature final designated $1000 for unplaced runners. All of this so prophetic after Bennett in 
race previews cautioned ‘that there was never any guarantees in this game’, just hoping they 
don’t bring each other undone.  

That was certainly the case as Morgan with little pre race confidence accepted the $50,000 
winner’s cheque while with admirable sportsmanship Bennett said to track officials “That’s just 
dog racing”.                 
After the placed runners the field finished in the following order 4th Sky Fly High ($3.50), 5th 
Jayden’s Rocket ($2.90), 6th Starburst Lilly ($41.50) 7th See Weed ($6.30) and Murder He 
Wrote ($7.40). 
 
Never Quoted is a White & Black dog whelped October 2006 by History Lesson from Last 
Quoted (Token Prince x Miss Quoted). Never Quoted has won four of his 12 starts and has 
been placed on three occasions and with the $50,000 first prize for the Dapto Auction Series it 
took his current stake earnings to $52,730. 
 
The Dapto Auction Series was first conducted in 2000 when sponsored by All Fab 
Constructions they remained the race sponsor until 2003 when the Glendon Motor Holden 
Company took over in 2004/05 while current sponsor Country Motor Company came on board 
in 2006. Listed below are the previous winners. 
  

 
2000 Electric Grace, 2001 Toll Security, 2002 Most Awesome, 2003 Bazwill, 2004 Miss 
Megastar, 2005 Here I Come, 2006 Adris Echo and 2007 Merciless Lu 
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